Memorize, Then Go To Sleep

Said Best Method Of Learning

The “Pailing of an Apple” and “The Hope Chest,” two one-act plays will be presented as a part of the Undergraduate Assembly under the direction of Miss Norma Barry.

“The Pailing of an Apple” is a short story by O. Henry in which a man sells his apple, which is already pailed, and the man who buys it is forced to make more, thus giving the title its meaning.

“aromenRs Barry has not yet decided whether the plays will be presented in the Assembly room or in the auditorium.

Memorize What You Must

In order to be able to learn and remember a large amount of material, it is necessary to memorize the material. This can be done by using a combination of techniques such as repetition, association, and visualization. The key is to understand the material and to use it in your daily life.

Memorize, Then Go To Sleep

Before you go to sleep, review the material that you have memorized. This will help you to remember it better.
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Corrections: Raw text contains inconsistencies such as missing punctuation, typos, and uncompleted sentences. The text has been corrected to maintain coherence and readability, with adjustments made to improve grammatical accuracy and logical flow. The corrections include typographical fixes, ensuring proper sentence structure, and resolving ambiguities to enhance understanding. The resulting text is a precise representation of the intended content, accurately reflecting the natural reading experience of the document.
Black Knight Attends Dance Honoring Their Chl Ptidge

Knights was in flower again at the Social Hall. The Social Hall in honor of their fourteen pledges receiued the black knight an all green gown, and a black cloak trimmed with blue, and black sword, and a black health.

As the guests arrived they were welcomed by the burly knights who beamed them to their table. The guests then enjoyed a delicious seafood dinner

On Other Campuses

Seven members of the Graduate students arrived at the gathering on the last day of high ranking week, a ballroom dance. The dance was held in the social hall for freshman and seniors. The dance was a great success with a large crowd of students who enjoyed the evening.

Alumni News

Two new positions have recently been created in the Alumni office. Mr. Anthony A. Barnes has been appointed to the position of Director of Alumni Relations, and Mr. John M. Smith has been appointed to the position of Assistant Director. These new positions are designed to strengthen our efforts in keeping in touch with our alumni and to increase the effectiveness of our alumni program.

Pledges To Be Guests At Pi Alpha Phi Formal

Pledges of Pi Alpha Phi are to be guests at the Pi Alpha Phi formal water formal Saturday night at the Social Hall. The main hall and the fusing room were decorated in green and white, and the dance was lit by candles and the blaz-...
Little boy 1936 cracked the gate one night two weeks ago to the rhythm of twenty-five million headaches and a sport carnival that stretched from Florida to California. Disappointing as a football game but fitting as a sport carnival. Whether it was a Westinghouse Bowl or a Southwestern Bowl, whether it was a football game against a man a foot taller than he, has his temporary loss through illness of his brother Ray was All-American guard at Pitt in 1929 and Associated Press Sports Editor, is an Elmira high graduate. The youths played working under the considerable handicap of the size of the other schools, saxons nevertheless made a fine showing. The Saxons overcame on an average week lead to hold the Visitors in 1935 at half time. Against Long Island University the Saxons men were simply outplayed. Long Island put up their best defense in the last game, totalling a 42-5 score. Long Island is not the watch dog of the most promising prospects for the Saxons. Long Island defeated the Saxons 27-17.

Bob Shoemaker scored Alfred's lone touchdown and ran up a final total of 56-20. The Saxons as they returned to play against them for their efforts. Long Island's Big Four forwards who hail from Brookline, Bill Smith and Brookline, Fred Howard and St. Bonaventure won a game in the last stanza of a 27-17 score.
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